
an interactive video installation for one user



The concept
We want the participant to be aware of his subconscious behaviour based on his

movements in space. Non verbal communication like body language, gestures,

sounds and movements between two persons seems to us a challenging theme

best realized  in an interactive installation, so psychological and physical realities

and the perception of place and identity are merged.

For instance the distance between two persons have an influence on their

communication and their attitude to each other; a conflict will arise if the "personal

space" is not respected. The user has the possibility to communicate through the

speed of his movements and the distance between himself and his opponent.

Therefore the participant in this immersive environment doesn't interact with

devices like mouse or joystick. He gets a more explorative and intuitive access to

this installation by his authentic body movements.

On the one hand he gets immersed and involved into this "film", on the other hand

he can reflect his behaviour and traditional views on social agreements in this

"virtual" roleplay. The installation plays with the involvement of the user's non

linear live interaction into the traditional narrative techniques of a film. Different

storys and scenarios are possible. For the prototype we have chosen for the office

situation reflecting the hierarchy between two people in different positions.

The story
The story for the prototype is based in an office situation. The virtual actor on

the screen plays the big boss, the user is in the role of an employee or an

applicant for a job. The boss reacts in a friendly or unfriendly way depending if

the user fulfills his expectations.

The boss doesn't use any words but he sometimes underlines his expressions by a

nonverbal gibberish language. The boss can lean forward to show his interest or

backward to express his relaxed superiority, he can shout at the user (in  gibberish),

he can throw something at him, he can try to touch him, he can show an inviting

friendly smile, he can cross his arms and do nothing  expecting his opponent toact

and if the user reacts always in the right way he will even start to dance with him.

The script will be not too serious and the 'boss' will act in a quite humerous way, so

although the story is based on psychological realistic reactions, it will drift

sometimes into absurdity - You never know how strange people can react!

Balz, an interactive video installation,
projects by bluescreen the livevideo of
the user on prerecorded videoclips
showing  different behaviours of a virtual
actor on a screen (4m x 3m). The user
can interact with the virtual character
through his movements and positions in
space:
As soon as the user steps a bit closer
towards the screen the man behind the
desk will start to move and the user will
will see himself as the second person on
the screen (second point of view). Now
the user is directly involved in the play,
because he is one of the two characters
in our storyworld. The goal of the user
is now to get into communication with
the virtual actor, to interpret his actions
in the right way and to react accordingly.
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branch B:  Communication and confusion

1. P. enters the room. Boss sitting at desk and writing

2. Participant moves a little closer into zone A.

Boss stops writing, leans back in his chair and lights a

cigar, looking expectantly at P.

3. P. moves slowly closer zone B.

Boss looks interested at the report on the table and then

at P, nodding his head encouragingly

4. P. moves closer (zone C). Boss looks interested in P,

smiling and talking gibberish

5. P. moves closer and 'touches'  the table.

Boss sits on the corner of the table and smiles at P

6. P. doesn't move.

Boss leans more forward and tries to touch P., but he

suddenly must realise that there is nothing real to  touch.

He gets confused, sits down again, signs the paper and

leaves frustrated

branch C: Communication and dancing

1. P. enters the room. Boss sitting at desk and writing

2. P. moves immediately into zone B

Boss looks interested at the report on the table and then

at P expectantly

3. P. moves closer into zone C

 Boss is tallking gibberish in a friendly way, nodding his

head encouringly

 4. P. stays in zone C

Boss stands up, moves around the table and closer towards

P. (into zone C ) and starts slowly to  move his body and

arms like he wants to dance

5 P. follows his movements, Boss moves his body with

dancing movements backwards and forwards (from zone

C to B)

6. P. doesn't follow his movements anymore and stays in

zone B, Boss stops to dance and goes back to his desk,

sitting down behind it

7. P. moves closer to zone C again, Boss stands up, moves

around the table and close towards P. (into zone C ) and

starts slowly to move his body and arms like he wants to

dance - music fades in

8. P. continously follows his movements

boss and P. starts to dance together, light dims down

branch A:  Getting boss angry

1. Participant (P) enters the room. Boss sitting at desk

and writing (loop).

2. Participant moves immediately very close into zone

C.  Boss is leaving backwards, looks angry and throws

a file on his desk.

3. P. moves back into zone B. Boss is becoming

friendlier, leans forward and looks at P. through the

file on his desk expectantly

4. P. doesn`t move (zone B). Boss talking gibberish,

demands that P. should come closer

5. P. moves backwards away from Boss (into zone A).

Boss gets angry, throws the file towards P. and leaves

the room
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We've chosen this story to fit to a wide audience in a gallery or museum environment.
The office situation reflects the hierarchy between two people in different positions -
superiority and subordination. Most people will have experienced once in some way
one of those or both roles.
Because there are different aspects regarding the genre of the installation
( simulation, edutainment, adventure) it is adaptable to different scenarios and audiences.

Possible different audiences and stories:
Event-business

trade shows, cooperation with companys( sponsored by used software or hardware)

Fun/entertainment - Themeparc

• Story for adults: virtual actor plays a famous person , a politician, a film actor or a character

out of history etc... The user has the chance to see himself in a film with Napoleon or Charly

Chaplin etc.

• Story for children: Fairy tale, virtual actor plays a figure out of a famous fairyale (witch, princess,

king , magician, dragon etc.). The child can see himself playing with those characters.

Artistic area

Tool for artists like dancers, choreographers, actors, film maker

for training or developing their ideas regarding story, movement, choreography

Research area

Interface design, interacting with different inputs, present content,

learning how knowledge is presented

Medical/social area

Training on social behaviour, educational sector, research about human behaviour
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Balz is for general audience
there is no specific knowledge or experience needed to

use the installation.

Balz is international
it is based on universal rules of human behaviour, on

body language and not spoken word.

Balz is extensible
the installation could host many different stories or

scenarions and be a framework for other artists' work.

Places to exhibit
The first version of Balz is intended to be installed at

media art museums/exhibitions (like ZKM) or media art

festivals (like Ars Electronica).

Theme parks and all kinds of events are optional/future

places where the installation could be placed.

In it's first version (prototype), the installation will be

dependent on public or private funding, e.g. by the

European Union or local governments.

Yet, measures like selling video or DVD copies of their

interaction to participants could bring a small amout of

money.

In a next step, the installation will be able to host other

stories or to be used for other purposes, like education,

business training, choreography & filmmaking.

The market



To locate the participant in the space we will use pressure sensitive

matting on the floor. The mats will transmit a signal to the controlling

CPU indicating whether or not they are under pressure. The hardware

interface with the CPU has not yet been specified, but could use the

available MIDI interface ports, as we will only initially be interested

in three discrete on/off inputs.

As the CPU tracks the participant, it will need to show different video

clips depending on the participant’s location and the state of the

virtual character. The mechanism that will define the virtual

characters reactions to the participant will be defined using state

transition modelling techniques.

The ‘state’ will refer to the ‘state of mind’ of the virtual character

(i.e. waiting, dismissing, or beckoning). A ‘transition’ refers to the

users transitions from one zone to others (or even remaining in the

same zone). At each stage of the experience, the user will be able

to make one of four transitions. Participants standing inside Zone

A, for example, will be able to remain in Zone A, move to Zones B

or C, or to leave the space entirely.
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The transition table shows a small part of the logic for the office

scenario. An extensible format will be designed to store this

information, as it is important that future generations of the product

will not be limited to the four simple interactions of this scenario.
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Technical aspects

It is likely that individual scenarios will have no more than one hundred

separate states, so the logic requirements of the programming should be

relatively simple.

Any reasonably sophisticated scripting language
will be able to handle the conditional branching. One possible additional

constraint may be that the language must support database access,

depending on the method used to store the decision tree. Macromedia

Director’s built in scripting language (PC or Mac), Supercard (Mac) or Visual

Basic (PC) would all provide appropriate functionality.

Continuity and jump cuts
At each stage of the experience, the CPU will use the transition table to decide

which segment of video footage should be screened next. Some of the

individual clips will have been filmed and edited in with the intention of having

similar start and end frames in order that they may be looped. There will also

be clips that have been created to immediately follow others. In some cases,

the CPU will make a decision to show a clip that does not immediately follow

the running sequence (a jump cut). We need the cuts because the boss must

react dynamicly to the movements of the user.

Hiding jump cuts through distortion and transparency
In these cases, a software ‘noise’ filter will be used to temporarily scramble

the output and to cover up the join. When the user wants to go away during

 the story, the distortion becomes louder and more irritating in order to warn

him of disconnecting this strange reality. This will stimulate the user to

continue with the story.

Both characters (boss and user) will have a slight transparancy on the screen.

The distortion and the transparency are used on the one hand to create

atmosphere and on the other hand to cover up the editingcuts.

Current State State Description User Movement Next State
1 Writing A 2 (Expectant)

B 2 (Expectant)
C 3 (Annoyed)
D 1 (Writing)

2 Expectant A 4 (Presents Map)
B 4 (Presents Map)
C 3 (Annoyed)
D distortion

3 Annoyed A 5 (Throws Map)
B 4 (Presents Map)
C 6 (Very Annoyed)
D distortion

4 Presents Map A 7 (Come Here)
B 7 (Come Here)
C 8 (Friendly)
D distortion

5 Throws Map A End
B End
C End
D End



Media Production (low budget)
• Material (DV)        300 Euro
• Camera, light, props ( 3days)                 1500 Euro
• Studio ( 3 days)     400 Euro

Installation (rental for beamer, camera etc.)
• Interior and hardware                       4000 Euro
• Construction and tracksystem                 1600 Euro

TOTAL                            7800 Euro

This estimation for the endproduct doesn't include the
costs for fees (designer, programmers, cameraman,
editing etc.).
Also the costs for travelling, accommodation,
assurance, distribution, office etc. can't be estimated at
this stage. We calculate that the prototype will cost
about 3500 Euro without fees.
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